A structured light system is used to position a scientific instrument mounted on a Mars rover robotic arm relative to a Mars surface sample. Fifty laser spots are projected on the Mars surface sample. The identification of individual laser spots, the centroiding algorithm, and the calibration are discussed. Results show that the system measures the distance to the Mars surface sample more accurate than 50 µm at a nominal operating distance of 30 mm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Planetary Instrument for X-ray Lithochemistry (PIXL) is a micro-focus X-ray fluorescence instrument for measuring fine scale chemical variations in rocks and soils on the Martian surface. It has been selected for the Mars 2020 rover science payload [1] . PIXL can measure elemental chemistry of tiny features observed in rocks, such as individual sand grains, veinlets, cements, concretions, and crystals [2] , [3] .
The instrument is mounted on the rover robotic arm and must be located 30 mm +/− 0.5 mm from a surface sample to be examined, for the 100 μm diameter X-ray spot to be focused. The sample would typically be abraded prior to investigation by PIXL. The abraded area would be relatively flat with an unknown topography of the surrounding area. The existing Mars 2020 rover robotic arm design does not have sensor instrumentation to position the PIXL instrument accurately relative to the Mars surface sample. Therefore, the structured light subsystem has been added to the PIXL instrument. The objective of the structured light system is twofold. 1) Perform a distance measurement of the instrument relative to the Mars surface sample for the X-ray measurement. 2) Perform hazard detection while the robotic arm is approaching and positioning the instrument relative to the Mars surface sample. An artist's conception of the Mars Rover performing measurements with a turret mounted instrument guided by the robotic arm is shown in Fig. 1 .
Sensors used for distance measurements have a wide range of applications, where the technology of use depends on the required accuracy and range of operation. It is possible to measure distance passively (assuming an illuminated target) by methods based on stereo vision [4] ; depth from focus [5] ; or coded aperture masks [6] . By active means, the distance can be measured by time of flight of a pressure pulse in air [7] or water [8] ; microwave radars [9] ; interfering laser beams [10] ; phase modulating lasers [11] ; amplitude modulating lasers [12] ; laser pulse time of flight [12] ; and triangulation [13] can be used for distance measurement. In this specific application, the system is required to operate at night, and therefore, an active sensing technology was chosen. Furthermore, it is required that the system is able to measure the distance to some small points to sub mm accuracy. The technology that is best suited for this is utilizing a laser (as opposed to sonar or micro wave).
Technologies for measuring the distance utilizing laser beams are evolving fast. Traditionally, distance measuring sensors have been measuring the distance to a single point. However, technologies are evolving into making threedimensional (3-D) images with distance measurements to many points in the field of view. Examples are the Microsoft Kinect sensor [14] , time of flight cameras [15] , [16] , and structured light systems [17] , [18] . In this specific application, a measurement was required to multiple points. Therefore, a traditional point to point laser distance measurement technology was not feasible. At the same time, the instrument already included a camera for the scientific interpre- tation of the X-ray measurements. Implementing a distance measuring system utilizing structured light with multiple laser beams, was therefore the preferred choice, adding only small extra mass and complexity to the existing instrument. Distance measurement is an active area of research and development in the aerospace industry. Distance measurement sensors are being used for rendezvous and docking applications [19] and for safe landing applications [20] . Distance estimation instrumentation is also used for Mars rover navigation [4] , [21] . A structured light system has also been used for rover navigation on NASA's Mars Pathfinder rover [22] . This is the only structured light system on a planetary rover to the knowledge of the authors. However, this is the first time that an optical distance sensor has been used to position a scientific instrument to submillimeter accuracy for a robotic nonterrestrial application. Past Mars missions have also placed scientific instruments in the proximity of targets on the surface. This was accomplished utilizing stereo vision based on forward looking cameras mounted on the rover [23] . However, this method is only accurate to ∼1 cm and not accurate enough for the PIXL instrument.
The contribution of this paper is to describe a prototype structured light sensor that must operate on the surface of Mars. It must operate at more than 80°C colder than it was calibrated at. Also, it must operate in direct sunshine with a deposited layer of dust. Simultaneously, there are severe limitations on mass and power and the system must enable scientific image recordings of the PIXL instrument.
A diagram of the structural light system is shown in Fig. 2 . The illumination consists of two high powered (200 mW) near infrared response diode lasers. Each laser is split up in 15 or 35 laser beams in a diffraction grading. This way it is possible to measure the distance to 50 points on the Mars surface sample. A modified star tracker, the microASC [24] , with abundance of heritage from missions like Juno, GFO, MMS, and Swarm, is used to detect the laser spots. The microASC consists of a digital processing unit and a camera head unit (CHU) with a monochrome charge-coupled device (CCD) chip. For this application, the standard lens of the CHU is replaced by a miniature lens with a small aperture to ensure focus over a large operational range. Also, a spectral filter is added to the optical chain. The filter primarily transmits light at the laser wavelength, but it also transmits light at other wavelengths so it is possible to acquire an image of the Mars surface sample as context for interpreting the scientific X-ray measurements. A bank of LEDs is also used to illuminate the Mars sample for night time operation. However, the LEDs are not used for the structural light application. The required accuracy for the structured light system is given in Table I , with a nominal operational standoff distance of 30 mm, referenced to the tip of the X-ray optics. A conceptual error budget for a flight implementation is shown in Table II . The error budget accounts for thermal effects, laser wavelength shifts due to temperature, effects due to gravity release, calibration residuals, centroiding errors, etc. The error budget shown in Table II is a summary of a simple model of the structural light system with 19 individual error terms. A full description of all error terms in the error budget is outside the scope of this paper. However, a single term in the error budget is discussed, which shows the methodology for generating the error budget. Fig. 3 shows a simple model of the structure light system with the camera and laser connected at a mechanical structure that is equivalent to 40 mm of aluminum structure. The system is calibrated at 20°C, but when operating at the surface of Mars the temperature is −60°C. Due to the thermal expansion coefficient of aluminum, the structure dimension Fig. 3 . Illustration of how the shrinking of the mechanical structure affects the distance measurement. The baseline between the camera and the laser is displaced from 40 to 39.91 mm, resulting in an angular shift of the laser dot, as seen from the camera. With the calibration conducted at room temperature, the perceived distance at -60°C will be 53.23 mm.
between the laser and the camera will shrink to 39.91 mm at the surface of Mars. This will move the orientation of the laser dot 0.08°. Since the structure light system calibration assumes the camera and laser is still separated by 40 mm, it calculates the distance to the target to 53.23 mm (in reality the software will utilize calibrations from different temperatures.). An argument has also been generated for the remaining 18 error contributions, where an assumed distortion is converted into a distance error and added up (independent error contributions are RSS but some thermal contributions are added or subtracted).
To verify the combined system performance of the camera and structured light, a demonstration system has been constructed. Experiments are conducted in order to verify the centroiding and system calibration, in particular, considering the worst-case behavior and performance on representative rock samples. An overview of the paper is as follows:
Section II of this paper discusses the radiometry of the structured light system. Section III discusses the algorithm for identifying the individual laser beam corresponding to the 50 laser spots in the image. Section IV will discuss the centroiding algorithm used in the structured light system. In Section V, the algorithm for converting the centroid measurements into distances is discussed. Section VI will discuss the calibration of the structured light system. Finally, Section VII will discuss test results from field testing with the demonstration system.
II. SAMPLE ILLUMINATION RADIOMETRY
The instrument is designed for operation under all illumination conditions, i.e., night time operation and fully sun illuminated conditions. For night time operations, a bank of LEDs is used to illuminate the Mars surface sample to generate context images for the scientific interpretation of the X-ray measurements.
The total radiant exitance of a black body is described by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law [25] 
where T is the temperature of the black body, ε is the emissivity (unity for black bodies), and σ is the constant of proportionality, given as follows:
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, k is the Boltzmann constant, and h is Planck's constant. The total solar irradiance at Mars is thus given by the following:
where R sun is the radius of the Sun and D mars is the distance from the Sun to Mars. With the relatively high elliptical orbit of Mars, the distance to the Sun varies considerably.
The maximum irradiance at perihelion is 717 W/m 2 and minimum at aphelion 493 W/m 2 . Averaging the distance over the mean anomaly gives an irradiance of 583 W/m 2 . The Martian atmosphere is approximated to be transparent to radiation in the visual spectrum [26] .
The laser beam has an elliptical Gaussian profile of 0.5 mm (3σ ). The laser is derated to 50 mW and assuming a diffractive grating transmission of 0.3, optics transmission of 0.5, and splitting the two laser beams into 35 and 15 collimated beams results in an irradiance on the target surface of E laser = 546 W/m 2 and E laser = 1273 W/m 2 . The intensity of the split laser beams varies up to 30% relative to the brightest beam. For this analysis, it is assumed that the laser spots have equal brightness. The spectral width of the laser is 3 nm. A demonstration LED bank consists of 40 white LEDs each with 1.8 mW/sr radiant intensity. At a distance of 20 mm to the target surface and a view angle of 120 o , the irradiance from a single LED is 4.4 W/m 2 . With 40 LEDs, the total irradiance from the LED bank approximates to E LED = 211 W/m 2 . At the nominal standoff distance (53 mm from the camera pinhole), the total spectral irradiance upon the Martian target surface is shown in Fig. 4 .
The global optical properties of the Martian surface have been studied [27] , [28] . However, on a microscopic scale, the structured light system will encounter many different types of Mars rocks. The surfaces may be clean, weathered, covered in dust, or abraded. A series of basaltic rocks, mudstones, sandstones, conglomerates, and stromatolites were examined, that are representative for what the rover will encounter on Mars [2] , [29] - [32] . To cover a variety of rock types, a Lambertian surface is assumed. The radiant intensity of the radiation reflected off such a surface is given by the following [33] :
where A s is the surface area covered by the sensors field of view, α(λ) is the albedo of the surface. In this analysis, an average albedo of 0.25 [34] is adopted as the spectral albedo will vary depending on the actual surface material. Given the solid angle covered by the lens aperture toward the surface, the total power reaching the aperture is as follows:
With the solid angle given by the aperture area and the distance to the surface = A a /D 2 s , and the surface area A s given by the CCD pixel size, focal length and distance 
A narrow pass band filter designed to transmit in a ±10 nm pass band around 832 nm and attenuate other frequencies to 10% of the original signal is mounted in front of the camera optics. This increases the signal-to-background ratio of the laser signal. The number of photoelectrons detected by the sensor is given by the following:
where QE is the quantum efficiency of the CCD, B BP and B L are the transmission of the bandpass filter and camera lens optics and E photon is the photon energy, given by the following:
Fig . 5 shows the optical transmission of the lens and the filter together with the spectral sensitivity characteristics of the CCD, which has a QE of 65% at the peak around 500 nm. Integrating over the wavelength, λ, gives the total number of photoelectrons. With the optical transmission of the lens + filter, QE of the CCD and camera parameters given in Table III , the total number of photoelectrons for each of the three light sources is calculated and listed in Table IV . Noise contributions for the measured image intensities are dark current, read noise, quantization error, and shot noise. The dominant error depends on the lighting conditions. The described system will have a full well capacity on the order of 10 5 e − , dark current of 2 e − /s at 10°C read noise of 19 e − and an 8 bit AD converter, resulting in a quantization error of = 113 e − [35] . The shot noise will a reach a maximum of 10 5 = 316 e − , which is the limiting factor of the camera system achieving a combined S/N of
In conclusion, it is possible to achieve sufficient laser illumination with the described system with 
III. LASER SPOT IDENTIfiCATION ALGORITHM
One problem that all multiple beam structured light systems faces is as follows: In an image of multiple laser spots being projected onto a surface of unknown topography, which laser spot is which? This section will describe the algorithm used to establish the identity of the laser dots.
The structured light system consists of two individual illuminators. They are not turned on at the same time. The primary reason for this is to simplify the laser spot identification. The two structured light illuminators represents 1) a dense grid to establish distance to the Mars sample, close to where the X-ray beam is intercepting and 2) a sparse laser When the distance to the surface is changed, the position of the laser dots is also changed due to the baseline difference between the laser and the camera. As an example, when the Mars sample is imaged continuously between the distances from 20 to 40 mm, the motions of the different laser spots are as shown in Fig. 9 . This is the range of motion where this dense structured light system has to operate. The coordinates formed from the spots lie on straight lines, analogous to epipolar lines in stereo vision [36] . In Fig. 10 , the laser spot positions of the sparse array when the distances change from 20 to 100 mm are shown.
During calibration, 50 different images are generated (one of each laser spot). The individual images represent all possible positions in the image that this specific laser spot can be located at. Because there are errors and uncertainties associated with a measurement, the image for each laser spot is dilated 2 pixels. This accounts for the errors. As an example, the image for laser spot 6 (lower right corner in Fig. 10 ) from the dense array is shown in Fig. 11 . When the 50 individual laser maps have been generated, the structured light system is ready to do spot identification. An example of an image that the structured light system could encounter is shown in Fig. 12 .
The algorithm operates by comparing the individual spots to the 50 individual spot maps. The spot is identified as the image where it has been registered at this specific position. This is illustrated in Fig. 13 . It is advantageous to design the system so there is no overlap between the individual spots (the described structured light system does not have overlap). In case there is an overlap, it will sometimes not be possible to uniquely identify the laser spot.
IV. LASER SPOT CENTROIDING
The output of the laser source is a collimated elliptic Gaussian profile. One method of centroiding would be to correlate or fit to an elliptical two-dimensional Gaussian Fig. 11 . Location map where laser spot 6 can be located. Fig. 12 . An example of an image that the structured light system could encounter. The system must be able to identify which dot belongs to which laser dot. profile. However, due to the varying albedo and shape of the Martian surface, the intensity profile will be distorted and deviate substantially from the original profile. Therefore, an intensity weighted centroid is used to estimate the center of the laser spot. The moment is given by the following:
where p and q define the moment order and W the weighting. The weighting can be unity (binary images) or as in this case correspond to the intensity of a grayscale image. The centroid is given by the zeroth and first moments [37] [
Two images are captured to detect the centroid; one with the laser on and one with the laser off. Subtracting the two images leaves only the information from the laser.
To assess the accuracy of the centroid algorithm, a couple of tests were conducted. The initial test, measuring a plane surface with a uniform albedo, is to quantify the centroid accuracy at nominal standoff distance with no surface properties affecting the result. The resulting centroid accuracy is 0.2901 pixels (1σ ) with an elliptic laser spot of 10 × 15 pixels. The exposure time is set so the laser spot is not overexposed imitating an autonomous exposure controlloop optimizing for the brightest of the visible spots, leaving remaining spots slightly underexposed.
A driving error term is the varying albedo: When the laser spot illuminates the boundary of two regions with high contrast, the elliptical Gaussian profile reduces to a semielliptical profile. Fig. 14 shows the results when targeting a plane surface with a sharp transition between black and white regions, representing the worst-case scenario. The two top plots show the x and y coordinate of the centroid as a function of the lateral translation of the target relative to the instrument cluster. A bias, just short of 4 pixels is introduced as the laser spot travels over the black/white boundary. The bias is present in both coordinates as the black/white boundary is not aligned to the CCD chip of the sensor. The bias of 4 pixels is close to the expected result when considering the elliptical profile of 10 × 15 pixels is reduced to a semielliptical profile. The bottom plot shows the relative distance estimate as a function of the translation of the target, in which the transition manifests itself as a 0.72 mm distance chance. It should be noted that this is a worst-case scenario. For natural occurring targets, a maximum error of 0.4 mm has been assumed in the error budgets (distance estimation and calibrate the system is addressed later in this paper).
The local topography of the surface will also introduce a bias to the centroid measure, as the elliptical profile of the laser spot is distorted. To assess the resulting bias, a simple situation is considered: Assuming a flat surface tilted 45°f rom the perpendicular alignment, the expected bias is in the order of 0.05 pixels at nominal standoff distance, due to the perspective and radiometric distortion (according to a computer simulation). This is not a significant error term and is thus neglected. To understand how the centroid algorithm responds to sharp transitions of local topography, a test was conducted when measuring a surface with uniform albedo, and a step height increment of 0.930 mm. The resulting x and y coordinates of the centroid, as well as the relative distance as a function of the lateral translation of the target is shown in Fig. 15 . It is observed that the centroid has a linear transition between the two surfaces, resulting in a linear shift of the distance estimate close to the expected 0.930 mm.
V. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
The centroid of each laser spot makes it possible to calculate the distance. The individual laser measurements can be combined to estimate the plane of the abraded area or used separately for topography information or simply utilizing the single spot closest to the X-ray beam. A sketch of the structured light system is shown in Fig. 16 . The camera system is located at the equivalent pinhole of the camera. In a noiseless system, the lasers trajectory and the centroid line of sight will intersect where the laser beam illuminates the targeted surface. Now, with noise inherent in the system, these will not intersect, thus the lines will be skew, e.g., not intersecting and not parallel. Thus, the point q along the beam trajectory, which has the shortest distance to the centroid's line of sight, is adopted as the point where the laser illuminates the surface. Two lines, l L and l C , are formulated to describe the trajectory of the laser beam and line of sight extended from the centroid, respectively
where T sequentially about the x-and y-axes using a direction cosine matrix defined by the angles β x and β y . The line of sight vector is given as
T , where x and y are the centroid coordinates that are corrected for principal point offset and lens distortion, and f is the focal length.
The vector n = v L × v C describes the direction of the shortest distance between the two lines and is perpendicular to both v L and v C , and is pointing toward the reader out of the paper, at point Q, as shown in Fig. 16 . This vector is utilized to formulate a plane extended by v C and n, which has the normal n p = v C × n.
The 3-D world coordinate, Q, where the laser beam illuminates the targeted surface, is then defined as the intersection between l L and the aforementioned plane, e.g., the point along the laser beam trajectory closest to the line of sight extended from the centroid
This formulation eliminates the centroid error perpendicular to the trajectory of the laser, seen from the camera, leaving only the error along the trajectory that will be visible in the estimate of the distance.
VI. CALIBRATION
The calibration is performed by translating the structured light system, relative to a plane calibration target with uniform albedo. The structure is translated at a fixed translation step, δ step = 0.5 mm using a translation stage with an on-axis accuracy of 5 μm. At each position, a centroid measurement is logged and corrected for radial and tangential lens distortion.
A least square cost function is formulated based on the measured and modeled centroid coordinates, q i and p i , respectively
The modeled centroids are given by a pinhole projection
The world coordinates X i , Y i , Z i of the modeled centroids are formulated by the baseline B and the angle β
,
where dZ i = i · δ step . With the camera's optical axis roughly aligned with the translation, the actual increment along boresight is given by δ Z = δ step / cos(γ ), where γ is the angle between the camera boresight and the direction of the translation stage. Given an initial guess on the variables B x , B y , β x , β y , Z 0 , and γ , a minimum for the cost function is estimated using a six-dimensional Nelder-Mead optimization [38] . Fig. 17 shows the increment of the centroid coordinates for the calibration measurements together with the least square fitted model. Fig. 18 shows the centroid and distance residual as a function of the position of the instrument structure. The centroid is accurate to 0.2241 pixels (1σ ) and the distance is accurate to 15.85 μm (1σ ).
Note that the residual of the x coordinate of Fig. 18 indicates the presence of a sinusoidal bias, which is due to an imperfect calibration surface. For future work more suitable calibration equipment will be applied to improve the overall performance. An image of the calibrated test setup in operation is shown in Fig. 19 with the calibrated baseline Fig. 19 . Structured light system consisting of the CCD sensor, laser source (black box at angle at top of image). In this specific image, the system is measuring the distance to an abraded Saddleback Basalt sample. and angle listed in Table V. The results/calibration presented in this paper is for a structured light system operating at room temperature in a laboratory. However, the structured light system has to operate on the surface of Mars at around −60°C. The structured light system presented in this paper is only a prototype. Great attention will be paid to thermal design, minimizing thermal gradients and using low coefficient thermal expansion materials for the flight implementation. The plan is to perform only one calibration of the structural light system before launch at room temperature and allow for the ∼0.4 mm degraded accuracy due to thermal contractions (see details of thermal deformations in Table II ) and also allow for up to 0.2 mm degraded performance due to the laser spot changing positions due to the wavelength shift of the laser. In the further development of the system, these error terms will be addressed and tested in a vacuum chamber, verifying the expected behavior. Additionally, the Mars Rover has a calibration target mounted on it. Therefore, it is possible to perform a calibration of the structured light system on the surface of Mars. The calibration target is black covered with 100 white spots to determine the pose of the camera, so the true camera position can be calculated for the calibration of the structured light system.
VII. HEIGHT PROFILE OF ROCK SAMPLE
To illustrate the performance of the demonstration system, measurements were conducted on a sample of an abraded Saddleback Basalt to measure the profile of the surface. Fig. 20 shows the measured profile of the sample shown in Fig. 21 . The linear measurements along the x-axis represent the flat abraded area. The jump in the middle represents a small dimple in the sample. The jump of 2 mm on the left side is where the laser spot moves outside the abraded area.
VIII. SUMMARY
A structured light system to guide the positioning of a scientific instrument for robotic planetary exploration is presented. The accuracy of the centroiding of the individual laser spots as well as identification of the laser spots is discussed. The accuracy of the prototype system is ∼0.3 pixels (1σ ) over the full operational range of the system. The calibrated distance accuracy is better than 16 μm (1σ ) over the full range of operation. It should be emphasized that only a demonstration system has been tested. The real structured light system will be operating at more than 80 o C colder than where it is calibrated. It is expected that thermal induced errors will degrade the overall accuracy of a future system on Mars to ∼0.7 mm accuracy.
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